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Summary
Christians Against Poverty (CAP) welcomes the proposals to bring Buy-Now Pay-Later
(BNPL) lending into regulation. It is of significant concern that such lending activity is
currently unregulated, when the risk of consumer detriment is high due to the lack of
friction and prolific promotion of these products as a payment method in online retail.
CAP supports people in financial difficulty and, while a limited number of our clients
have a debt owing to a BNPL lender as part of their CAP Plan, due to the short-term
nature of these products, frontline staff are reporting increasing use of these products.
These products should be regulated in line with other forms of consumer credit. The
provisions should be robust, catering for the unique dynamics of this type of lending,
and future-proofed for market evolution.

Key points:

● BNPL use is growing and customers can use this type of credit repeatedly, or
have multiple debts with one or multiple BNPL lenders concurrently. This means
that while the average value of an individual loan may be relatively low,
customers can owe several hundred pounds in total.

● Regulation of BNPL lenders is important and should be robust so that it
provides sufficient protection for consumers and covers evolving market
practices.

● Significant concern arises from the presentation of BNPL products as a primary
payment method, and the lack of friction and creditworthiness assessments
necessary to obtain them. This normalises the use of credit for small purchases
and increases the risk of consumers taking out credit that is not in their best
interests.

● CAP agrees with the distinction drawn in the consultation document between
BNPL and short-term interest-free credit, and the proposed focus on removing
the exemption for BNPL lending only due to the elevated risk in this market. The
most robust way to draw a distinction between these types of lending is by the
scale of the number of merchants, or the customer reach, a firm works with, and
the overarching nature of the relationship between lender and customer (outside
of the delivery of goods and services).

● It is reasonable to exempt merchants from credit broking regulations, as long as
the lender to whom the customer is introduced does not offer the customer an
interest-bearing product at any point of the customer journey. However, lenders
should be responsible for how the merchants they work with present
information and promotions about their products.

● Additional rules are needed to strengthen the requirements around advertising
and financial promotions. The financial promotion regime would form a good
basis for this, but there should also be additional provisions, similar to credit
limit rules for credit cards, about promotions of repeated lending..
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● BNPL lending should be regulated under the Consumer Credit Act (CCA), but
with reasonable adaptations to the pre-contractual information and credit
agreement to reflect the distinct customer journey in the BNPL market. Improper
execution and section 75 rules should apply to BNPL lending.

● The FCA’s rules and guidance should apply to all BNPL lending (including small
amounts), including support for people in financial difficulty, vulnerability
guidance, and any new Consumer Duty introduced. Creditworthiness
assessments are important and lenders should take greater responsibility to
direct customers to alternative sources of support if their application for credit is
rejected.

● BNPL agreements should be reported to consumers’ credit files, but caution
should be taken to ensure that other types of lending do not take a
disproportionate approach to scoring the use of BNPL products in their lending
decisions.

● BNPL customers should be able to bring complaints to the Financial
Ombudsman Service (FOS), and lenders should also have adequate and
accessible complaints procedures. Lenders should be required to take
responsibility for helping consumers resolve disputes between lender and
merchant.
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Questions
Note: in line with the consultation document, the term ‘Buy-Now Pay-Later (BNPL)’ is
used throughout this document to refer to unregulated Buy-Now Pay-Later products.
There are other forms of Buy-Now Pay-Later products already regulated by the FCA.
These products are not in the scope of the proposals in this consultation and are
referred to as ‘traditional BNPL products’ where referenced.

Chapter 2: The scope of BNPL regulation

BNPL: business model and evidence of consumer detriment

Question 1: Do you agree with our analysis of the business models that underpin the
BNPL market?

Yes, CAP broadly agrees that the business model set out in the consultation document
is how BNPL providers commonly operate. However, it is important to note that the
business models of these lenders are still evolving, and that some firms also offer other
products and services. For example, some BNPL lenders provide payment services,
where no credit is extended but the buyer's bank account is debited for the funds to
cover the purchase immediately, and others also offer regulated forms of consumer
credit, such as interest-bearing loans. This could cause confusion for consumers, where
these firms have a strong brand and frictionless sales process.

Question 2: Do you have information to provide government with a more granular
and up-to-date understanding of the BNPL market?

Less than 2% of the people accessing debt help from CAP have a debt to a BNPL lender
being managed as part of their CAP Plan. However, this underrepresents the use of1

these products because the short-term nature of the loans means clients have
frequently repaid the loans before accessing debt advice. Alternatively, some clients
may not view these loans as ‘debt’ and therefore do not declare amounts they have
outstanding to BNPL lenders to their debt advisor. CAP’s frontline staff anecdotally
report that they now frequently encounter clients who have used this type of borrowing.
Many report seeing a large increase in the number of clients using BNPL products.

While it is true in CAP’s experience that individual loans are for small amounts, it is also
commonplace for people to have used BNPL for multiple purchases (either concurrently
or sequentially). On average, clients with a debt to a BNPL lender have 1.6 different
loans of this type, with a range of one to seven BNPL debts. This means the total
outstanding balance can accumulate, and the average amount owed to a BNPL lender
by CAP clients is £157. This varies from £117 to £288 depending on the lender.

1 This includes Klarna, Clearpay and LayBuy. Note - OpenPay was also included in the reports but no debts to
OpenPay are currently listed on CAP’s debt management system. The reports were run on 17 December 2021 and
included all Debt Help clients with an active CAP Plan.
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Question 3: Do you have further analysis or evidence of consumer detriment in the
BNPL market?

Frontline workers, supporting people accessing debt advice from CAP, report that
clients are able to access BNPL products when other forms of credit have been
unavailable, and often this has been for purchases that the client had not budgeted for.
CAP has so far had a limited number of interactions with BNPL firms on behalf of
customers in financial difficulty. There have been no instances of poor practice observed
so far but most staff feel that they do not know how these firms treat people in financial
difficulty and therefore this remains an area of interest and of uncertainty.

Question 4: Do you have analysis that would support us in identifying which specific
elements of the BNPL business model pose particular risks?

The presentation of BNPL products as a payment method and the lack of friction when
entering into a loan are causes of significant risk for consumer detriment. BNPL products
are now presented as the default payment method by some retailers. This normalises
the use of credit for small purchases and does not encourage consumers to make a
thorough consideration in their best financial interests about whether credit is an
informed and necessary choice. This is also supported by wider advertising strategies,
for example through partnering with influencers on social media, which do not make
consumers adequately aware of the risks and downsides of BNPL products so as to
allow them to make an informed decision. As a result, consumers may enter into
agreements that they do not understand or do not realise are for credit products - as
BNPL customers are primarily seeking to purchase goods, rather than specifically
seeking credit, at the outset of their customer journey.

CAP has particular concerns about the lack of credit reporting and creditworthiness
assessments being used by BNPL lenders. While most loans are for small amounts,
some can be for several hundred pounds, especially as BNPL is being offered as a
payment method for white goods and technology products. This means that the scope
for over-indebtedness is significant, especially when considering the ability to take out
multiple loans without lenders giving consideration to the financial liabilities the buyer
already has in other credit.

Furthermore, the frequent use of BNPL loans is similar to how consumers used payday
loans at their height. In that market, similar rollover practices and the ability of
consumers to take out multiple payday loans (both with the same and different
providers) warranted significant regulatory intervention. While no interest is charged on
BNPL products, there is a risk that consumers use other types of interest bearing credit
(such as credit cards or overdrafts) to make payments as they fall due, thus transferring
the debt into a form that can escalate in cost.

Short-term interest-free credit: business model and evidence of
consumer detriment

Question 5: Do you agree with our analysis of the business models that underpin the
short-term interest-free credit market?
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Yes, CAP agrees with the business model set out in the consultation document for
short-term interest-free credit.

Question 6: Do you have information to provide government with a more granular
and up-to-date understanding of the use of short-term interest-free credit?

The majority of debts the people seek help with from CAP are either regulated
consumer credit products, such as overdrafts and credit cards, or priority debts, such as
Council Tax arrears and household bills. 69% of CAP clients that sought help in 2020
had a bank or consumer credit loan, and 63% owed money on a credit card. Only 12%
owed money to a creditor for an unpaid invoice.

In addition, the most common reason for borrowing reported by CAP clients is to cover
bills and other debts (68%), followed by borrowing to cover food, clothing and other
living costs (56%). Using credit for these types of purchases is often unsustainable and
contributes to a continuing spiral of financial difficulty. Short-term interest-free credit is
not typically used in this way, and therefore has a lesser link to problem debt.

Question 7: Do you have further analysis or evidence that supports or undermines
our understanding that there is limited consumer detriment in the short-term
interest-free credit market?

No.

Question 8: Do you have analysis that would support us in identifying which specific
elements of the short-term interest-free credit business model serve to protect the
consumer from harm?

There is more friction in the lending journey in the short-term interest-free credit market,
which helps consumers consider their options. In addition, the one-off nature of the
relationship between the buyer and lender in the short-term interest-free market is also
an important protective feature. This means that there is no open account with the
finance provider that encourages the buyer to use this as an ongoing credit line.
Additionally, the ‘in-store’ nature of the start of most short-term interest-free credit
lending journeys gives consumers an established contact point to return to if there is a
problem or they need to ask further questions.

Furthermore, as noted in the consultation document, many merchants offering
short-term interest-free credit use lenders who are regulated and authorized by the
FCA. Therefore, while not directly required because of the RAO AR60F(2) exemption,
there is already sufficient involvement of the Financial Conduct Authority in this market
to provide some level of protection to consumers. The risk of detriment is also reduced
because of the different type and scale of merchants who offer short-term interest-free
credit, compared to BNPL.
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Differences between BNPL and other short-term interest-free credit

Question 9: Do you agree with the distinction between BNPL and other forms of
short-term interest-free credit that has been drawn in this consultation?

Yes, CAP agrees with the distinction set out in the consultation document of the
different features of the BNPL and short-term interest-free business models.

Question 10: Do you have any comments on our analysis of the drivers of risk for
consumers in the BNPL market?

CAP strongly agrees with all three of the potential drivers of elevated risk of consumer
harm set out in the consultation document.

Drawing distinction between BNPL and other short-term
interest-free credit in regulation

Question 11: Do you have any suggestions on how a clear distinction could be drawn
between BNPL and short-term interest-free credit?

A robust and clear distinction is difficult to determine without more knowledge of the
range of business models in the short-term interest-free space. It is important that the
distinction used is also robust in the face of future innovation and changing market
dynamics. From the information presented, CAP’s preferred option would be using the
distinction of BNPL lenders having an ongoing and overarching relationship with the
customer, but this should be applied in such a way as to allow for the merchant and
BNPL lender to be the same firm in some cases.

Alternatively, it could be made explicit that the RAO AR60F(2) exemption only applies
to firms providing subscription services, and where credit offered through a single or a
handful of retail outlets (or with small consumer reach). This would bring larger firms
into regulation, where consumers do not have a known point of contact, and those firms
operating through a large range of online retailers which is a typical feature of the
current BNPL lenders and is distinct from short-term interest-free credit credit providers.

Question 12: Do you have any comments on the option to draw that distinction by
restricting the extension of regulation to interest-free credit agreements where there
is a third-party lender involved in the transaction? What impact do you think this
would have on short-term interest-free credit providers that would be drawn into
regulation?

For the most part, restricting the extension of regulation to interest-free agreements
where a third-party lender is involved in the transaction would capture the current
unregulated BNPL lenders in operation, but would not be suitable to ensure full
coverage of BNPL lenders as the market evolves.  Indeed, some large-scale online
merchants have already started offering their own credit products to customers. There is
a considerable risk that large multinational retail firms, with sufficient capital to extend
their own lines of credit, will begin offering interest-free credit and enter the BNPL
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market, to rival market shifts to other providers, and this form of lending would be
outside of regulation if this distinction is used.

Question 13: Do you have any comments on the option to draw that distinction by
defining a BNPL agreement as one where there is a pre-existing, overarching
relationship between the lender and consumer, under which the lender agrees to
finance one or more transactions but where any repayments made are toward
specific agreements made as part of that relationship?

This proposed distinction appears to capture more adequately the current BNPL models
and potential evolution of the market, whilst allowing for short-term interest-free credit,
such as lines of credit offered by sole traders and subscriptions, to continue to sit
outside of regulation. This distinction would work if the ongoing relationship between
the lender and consumer relationship is defined as being distinct from the relationship
between the merchant (even if the merchant and lender are the same firm) for the
purposes of providing goods or services.

Question 14: Do you have any views on the need to amend the current exemption for
running-account credit, so that it does not allow the unregulated BNPL model to
re-emerge?

It is important that all potential loopholes are closed so that unregulated BNPL lending
does not re-emerge. If the running-account credit exemption is a risk in this way, it could
be amended to stipulate the scale of businesses that can be exempt or to exempt
lending only to those consumers making business purchases.

Chapter 3 Proportionate regulatory controls for BNPL

The application of credit broking regulation

Question 15: Do you agree that in any regulatory intervention merchants that offer
BNPL as a payment option should not be subject to FCA regulation as credit brokers?

Yes, CAP agrees that not subjecting merchants to regulation as credit brokers would be
proportionate in this context, especially in aiding the experience of having regulation of
BNPL in place. However, this is only appropriate where merchants are directing buyers
to interest-free credit products. The regulations should be clear that if at any point in the
customer journey buyers can opt for an interest-bearing product with a lender that the
merchant has introduced them to, credit broking regulations do apply.

Question 16: If merchants offering BNPL are exempted from credit broking
regulation, do you have any views on other ways to mitigate any potential risks to
consumer detriment arising from merchants?

To minimise the risk of consumer detriment, information about credit options and
payment methods needs to support consumers to make financially prudent decisions.
This may be counter to retailers’ aims of profit and sales maximisation, and therefore
cannot be assumed to be put in place without intervention.
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If merchants are exempt from credit broking regulation, BNPL lenders must be required
to take responsibility for how their products are marketed and presented by their
partner retailers, and specify conditions on this front as part of their agreements with
merchants. BNPL lenders should be subject to enforcement action if merchants do not
present the BNPL products with the required information and with the agreed
prominence. These requirements should include (but not be limited to) the following:

● BNPL products, when listed as a payment method in retail transactions, should
not be more prominent than, or offered to the consumer before or instead of,
immediate card payment.

● The consumer is given clear information about who they are dealing with
(including the legal name and trading name of the lender), and when and how
fees may be payable. All information should be accessible, clear, fair and not
misleading.

● Acknowledgement is obtained from the consumer that they are aware that they
are being transferred to a third party lender, if applicable.

● Information about their rights to make a complaint, how to make a complaint to
the retailer, lender and Financial Ombudsman, and the circumstances under
which a complaint should be made to each body.

Question 17: Do you have any views on whether such an exemption from credit
broking should extend to all merchants, or whether there should be limited
exceptions (such as for domestic premises suppliers)?

No additional comments provided.

Advertising and promotions

Question 18: Do you think that the current requirements on BNPL merchants and
lenders around advertising and promotion are sufficient?

No. While CAP welcomes the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) guidance issued in
December 2020, and rules set out in the Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading
Regulations 2008 (CPUTR), which are both useful and important safeguards, the
financial promotions regime would strengthen compliance and fill gaps in the current
advertising and promotions requirements for BNPL products. The advertising and
presentation of BNPL products is one of the most likely aspects to give rise to consumer
detriment, and must be a high priority for the regulatory regime.

Question 19: If you think that the requirements need strengthening, would the
application of the financial promotions regime be appropriate, or are there any
features specific to BNPL products that warrant different requirements?

Yes, the application of the financial promotions regime would be beneficial in the BNPL
content, including the requirement for financial promotions to be checked by an
authorised person. This will help ensure compliance across the different parties involved
in the promotion of BNPL products, including merchants and social media influencers.
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In particular, the following provisions from the financial promotions regime are
important, and should apply to BNPL products:

● CONC 3.3 ‘The clear, fair and no misleading rule and general provisions’.
● CONC 3.311AG ‘‘Buy now pay later’ or similar offers’ provisions, paragraph four,

relating to the circumstances in which interest and charges could arise.
● CONC 3.4.1 ‘Risk warnings’ provisions relating to the inclusion of a warning

about the implications of late repayment and MoneyHelper details.

There is also a need for different requirements in the BNPL context because merchants
introducing customers to these products in online retail journeys are not regulated as
credit brokers, and because of the potential for confusion arising from BNPL firms also
offering payment facilities (for example, PayPal). In light of this, as well as the main
requirements for a lender’s interactions with a customer before entering into a credit
agreement, there should be specific provisions specifying requirements at the point of
sale. The BNPL lender should be required to make sure the information presented by
the merchant complies with these provisions at the point of sale, such as BNPL products
not being promoted as the first payment method but as a subsidiary option.

Furthermore, for BNPL lenders there should also be additional provisions similar to the
credit card credit limit increase rules. These would address concerns that lenders who
establish an ongoing relationship with a borrower then incentivise the borrower to take
additional loans beyond their means or not in their best interests.

Pre-contractual information

Question 20: Do you agree that the approach to pre-contractual information outlined
is consistent with a proportionate approach and the government’s objectives for
BNPL regulation?

Yes, CAP agrees that the FCA rules capture the important elements of pre-contractual
information that needs to be provided in the BNPL context, and would require sufficient
pre-contractual information to be provided. The CCA section 55 requirements can be
disapplied as a result.

Form and content of the credit agreement

Question 21: Do you agree with the government’s assessment that BNPL
agreements are likely to need bespoke form and content requirements?

Yes, CAP agrees that bespoke legislation should be developed to set out requirements
for the content and form of BNPL credit agreements. This is appropriate because of the
distinct customer journey and to reflect the fact that the customer’s motivation for
entering into the interaction is primarily to purchase goods, rather than specifically to
obtain credit. However, BNPL should still be covered by the CCA and the associated
protections, especially sanctions for improper execution under Section 61.

Question 22: Do you have any views on what form agreements for BNPL should be
required to take, and what content they should contain?
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Agreements should be provided to the consumer in a durable format, however, it would
be reasonable for this to be provided in a digital means, for example via email, or a link
to a webpage where the details of the agreement can be accessed by the customer for
the duration that they remain relevant. Customers should easily be able to identify
which version of agreement publicly available in this form is relevant to them.

Much of the information required to be included in credit agreements under section
three of the Consumer Credit (Disclosure of Information) Regulations 2010 remains
relevant in a BNPL context. In particular, BNPL agreements should include the following
provisions from section three in full (a, b, d, l, o, r, s, t, u and v):

● (a) the type of credit,
● (b) the identity and geographical address of the creditor and, where applicable,

of the credit intermediary,
● (d) the duration or minimum duration of the agreement or a statement that the

agreement has no fixed or minimum duration,
● (l) any other charges payable deriving from the credit agreement and the

conditions under which those charges may be changed,
● (o) the rate of interest applicable in the case of late payments and the

arrangements for its adjustment, and, where applicable, any charges payable for
default,

● (r) the existence or absence of a right of withdrawal,
● (s) the debtor’s right of early repayment under section 94 of the Act, and where

applicable, information concerning the creditor’s right to compensation and the
way in which that compensation will be determined,

● (t) the requirement for a creditor to inform a debtor in accordance with section
157(A1) of the Act that a decision not to proceed with a prospective regulated
consumer credit agreement has been reached on the basis of information from a
credit reference agency and of the particulars of that agency,

● (u) the debtor’s right to be supplied under section 55C of the Act on request and
free of charge, with a copy of the draft agreement except where— (i) the creditor
is at the time of the request unwilling to proceed to the making of the
agreement, or (ii) the agreement is an agreement referred to in regulation 2(4)(a)
to (c) or a pawn agreement, and

● (v) if applicable, the period of time during which the creditor is bound by the
pre-contract credit information.

As well as those above, several provisions (c, e, i and p) should be amended or included
in part in BNPL agreements. To improve their relevance to the BNPL context, these
provisions are copied below, with suggested additions in bold, and content to be
removed striked through.

● (c) the total amount of credit to be provided under the agreement, and the
conditions governing the draw down of credit. In the case of an agreement for
running-account credit, the total amount of credit may be expressed as a
statement indicating the manner in which the credit limit will be determined
where it is not practicable to express the limit as a sum of money,

● (e) in the case of credit in the form of deferred payment for specific goods,
services or land, or (ii) a linked credit agreement, a description of the goods,
services or land and the cash price of each and the total cash price, a description
of the merchant, order number and total amount of the purchase.
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● (i) the amount (expressed as a sum of money), number (if applicable) and
frequency of repayments to be made by the debtor, payment method, and,
where appropriate, the order in which repayments will be allocated to different
outstanding balances charged at different rates of interest.

● (p) a warning regarding the consequences of missing payments (for example,
the possibility of legal proceedings and the possibility that the debtor’s home
may be repossessed), and steps the customer can take to access support and
advice if they experience difficulty.

Additionally, because BNPL typically entails a threeway customer-lender-merchant
relationship, information should also be included in the agreement clearly explaining the
role and responsibilities of each party, especially the respective responsibilities of the
merchant and lender in resolving disputes and complaints.

Improper execution

Question 23: What are your views on applying CCA provisions on improper
execution to BNPL agreements? Do you think the consequential sanctions for
improper execution should apply to BNPL agreements under any regulatory
intervention?

CAP strongly believes that the CCA improper execution provisions should apply to
BNPL agreements. The sanction of the debt being unenforceable should the CCA
provisions now be followed is effective in ensuring adherence to the CCA requirements
by other types of consumer credit lenders, and is also justified in the BNPL context.

Creditworthiness assessments

Question 24: What are your views on the role of creditworthiness assessments as
part of a proportionate approach to BNPL regulation?

It is imperative that creditworthiness assessments form part of the application process
for BNPL products. Even small debts can escalate to a default and cause consumer
detriment, or be inappropriate where a consumer is already considerably over-indebted.
While individual purchases are typically for small amounts, customers can repeatedly
use BNPL products and therefore easily owe several hundred pounds, across several
different agreements and providers. Therefore it is prudent that the risks to both the
lender and the consumer are adequately considered.

Credit reports have a key role to play here, but it is important that lenders understand
this should not be the only source of information they use. Lenders should also be
taking into account the monthly liabilities a potential customer is already committed to,
and any foreseeable changes in circumstances that could impact a customer’s ability to
pay. In some instances it will be appropriate for lenders to invite the customer to have a
conversation with them before making a decision, and therefore there should be
flexibility built into lenders’ processes to allow for a deviation from digital self-service
customer journeys, in order to support responsible lending decisions.
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Question 25: Do you have any views on whether there should be specific
requirements for creditworthiness assessments for BNPL agreements?

CAP does not consider there to be a need for any specific requirements for BNPL
agreements that differ from the creditworthiness rules other consumer credit lenders
are subject to. However, there should be greater caution and responsibility taken by
lenders when rejecting an application for a BNPL product in light of the likelihood that
the consumer will look for alternative means to make the purchase. This is especially
the case where the purchase the customer is seeking to make is an essential good, for
example a fridge or washing machine, which the consumer is less likely to do without. It
would be beneficial in these contexts for the lender to signpost to alternative sources of
lending or charitable help as part of their duty of care.

Question 26: Do you have any views on how BNPL agreements should be reported to
consumers’ credit files?

BNPL agreements should be reported to credit files in a way that accurately supports
the assessment of a consumer's financial circumstances. This should include information
that positively supports the building of a person’s credit score, displaying when
payments have been made and debts satisfied. Credit scores are not only important for
lending decisions, but also to obtain many types of essential products such as monthly
installments for insurance, mobile phone contracts and rental tenancies. Therefore it is
crucial that consumers have the appropriate rights and mechanisms to raise disputes
and get corrections made to their credit file where there is incorrect reporting of a BNPL
product, and lenders take due care in updating consumers credit files in a timely manner.

A worst case scenario would be if other lenders take a blanket policy, as some did with
payday lending, and refuse any customer that has used a BNPL product. This should be
monitored and other types of lenders encouraged not to take an auto-decline policy to
BNPL users.

Arrears, default and forbearance

Question 27: Do you have any views about how customers in financial difficulty
should be treated under BNPL agreements?

There is no rationale for BNPL customers to be treated differently when in financial
difficulty from customers under other consumer credit agreements. The same pressures
and risks of vulnerability will be in play in the BNPL context, and for the most part,
consumers using BNPL will also be customers of other types of lending. Therefore to
ensure consistent and proportionate treatment, BNPL lenders should be required to
follow the same rules and guidance as other creditors. This should include the FCA’s
vulnerability guidance and new Consumer Duty when introduced. In particular, it is
essential that these provisions include forbearance for customers in difficulty,
signposting and referral to debt advice, and requirements to communicate with
authorised third parties supporting customers in financial difficulty.

In addition, the smart use of technology should also be considered to tailor the customer
journey and deliver intelligent prompts where additional friction would be beneficial. For
example, this could be employed to assist consumers in an existing forbearance
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arrangement to make informed decision about applying for an additional loan when in
an existing debt repayment plan with that lender.

CCA requirement on firms for consumers in financial difficulty

Question 28: What are your views on the proportionality of applying CCA provisions
on arrears and defaults to BNPL agreements?

CAP is strongly of the view that the CCA provisions on arrears and defaults should
apply to BNPL products. The obligations in the CCA are not unreasonable and provide a
baseline for fair treatment and communications with a borrower in arrears. There may
be some cause to make amendments to the specific details of the CCA provisions, for
example, changing some of the timeframes within which action is taken, in order to
reflect the short-term nature of the products. Such amendments should not have the
effect of accelerating escalation beyond the reasonable ability of a consumer in difficulty
to take steps to engage with the creditor before enforcement action is taken. This is
especially important because such consumers are frequently in vulnerable
circumstances.

Section 75

Question 29: Do you agree that under any regulatory intervention for BNPL, section
75 of the CCA should apply to agreements?

Yes, section 75 of the CCA should apply to BNPL purchases. Section 75 provides
valuable consumer protection that would also be relevant in a BNPL context, and would
further encourage lenders to ensure the merchants they work with are reputable.
However, it is noted that section 75 would not apply to most BNPL purchases, for which
the average balance is £50 or the balance consists of several goods with individual
values of less than £100. If section 75 is to be relied upon as a significant means of
ensuring merchant responsibility in BNPL purchases, there is a rationale for a different
threshold in BNPL purchases than for credit cards. The minimum value threshold (£100)
would need to be removed, or at least applied to the total value of goods purchased for
a BNPL transaction.

Small agreements

Question 30: What are your views on amending the scope of the exemptions from
elements of the CCA for small agreements to include BNPL agreements under £50.

While the rationale presented for small agreements to be exempted is appreciated, in
CAP’s view this would be wholly inappropriate. Even small debts can escalate to a
default and cause consumer detriment. Furthermore, consumers may make a small
purchase to try out a BNPL lender, which acts as a gateway for more substantial lending
in the future. It is at this first purchase where the main customer learning will take place,
and the customer will most intentionally focus on the details of the products and risk
warnings. It is therefore crucial that the customer is provided with the full
pre-contractual information and agreement at this early stage.
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In addition, while individual purchases are typically for small amounts, customers
repeatedly use BNPL products, and can therefore easily owe a much larger sum in total,
which if completed in one purchase would be subject to the CCA. Therefore to exclude
small purchases would lead to insufficient and inconsistent protections in the BNPL
market.

Question 31: Are you aware of any currently-regulated consumer credit products, in
particular those which are debtor-creditor-supplier agreements, that are routinely
offered with values less than £50?

Traditional BNPL products, such as credit offered by catalogue companies, and retail
finance options offered through companies such as NewDay, are offered for purchases
of less than £50.

Financial Ombudsman Service and redress

Question 32: Do you agree that under a regulatory intervention for BNPL, consumers
should be able to bring a complaint to the FOS?

Yes, it is crucial that consumers are able to bring complaints to the FOS concerning
BNPL lenders. This is a beneficial, effective and well-established process for all other
types of consumer credit, and there are no grounds to exclude BNPL lenders from this
provision.

In addition to this, BNPL lenders should also have adequate processes for handling
complaints directly in the first instance, and they should support buyers well where
there is a dispute arising from whether a fault is the lender’s or the merchant’s. The FOS
may also need additional powers to allow them to effectively consider and enforce
complaints in the BNPL market where the lender is a third party, and should be able to
propose actions that the merchant should take to remedy the situation.

Chapter 4 Equality Impact assessment

Question 33: What impacts do you expect the regulation of BNPL would have on
BNPL providers, consumers that use the product, and merchants that offer it as a
payment option?

It is conceivable that lenders' costs will be increased by the proposals, but not beyond
reasonable costs faced by other types of lenders, and therefore it is anticipated that the
business model remains viable. Some consumers may no longer be able to access BNPL
credit as a result of creditworthiness assessments, however lending is not always in a
consumer’s best interest, and it is right that the risk of detriment is considered before an
agreement is offered. Other consumers may choose not to use BNPL products as a
result of changes to promotions, pre-contractual information and agreements, however
elements of current practice can be considered exploitative lending and therefore it is
right that consumers are able to make informed decisions before entering into BNPL
agreements.
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Question 34: What impacts would you expect to see on persons with the protected
characteristics mentioned above as a result of regulation of BNPL?

There will be benefits of reducing detriment experienced by consumers with these
protected characteristics, and also of ensuring that sufficient support is in place where
consumers experience financial difficulty. Evidence shows that BNPL customers
transcend age groups, but younger customers and those who have experienced life
events are missing payments in greater numbers. For many younger BNPL customers2

this may be the first credit product they have used, and they lack prior knowledge and
experience of making credit decisions and managing repayments. In addition, it may be
the case that people with disabilities and health conditions are disproportionately
targeted by BNPL promotions due to a greater reliance on online shopping.

Question 35: Do you have any views on how the government can mitigate any
disproportionate impacts on protected characteristics?

It should be noted that some types of online tasks are more different than others, and
just because a consumer is sufficiently capable and confident to make a purchase online,
it does not follow that they feel the same about accessing a service or solving a problem
online. Research with CAP clients found that 41% find accessing a service online easy
or very easy, compared with 56% who find making a purchase easy or very easy. In
addition, one in ten (13%) CAP clients do not have anyone to help them or answer their
questions when using the internet. Consequently, BNPL lenders should be required to
have non-digital channels of customer service and complaint resolution to support
customers who were able to navigate entering into an agreement but will struggle to
engage digitally with their product thereafter.

Accessibility is also key. One in four (24%) CAP clients, who are majority low-income
households in financial difficulty and in vulnerable circumstances, only have access to
the internet via a smartphone. As such, it is imperative that BNPL services are optimised
for people with disabilities and using smartphones.

2 Which? (2021) Under Pressure: Who uses BNPL?
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About Christians Against Poverty (CAP)

Christians Against Poverty (CAP) is a Christian charity tackling poverty in communities
across the UK through free debt help and local community groups. CAP provides
award-winning debt help through local churches. Each church’s CAP Debt Centre offers
emotional and practical support, while our head office team in Bradford provides
bespoke debt advice and a plan to help people get out of debt.

CAP also offers community groups dedicated to tackling poverty at the root. These are
run through local churches, and cover topics such as interview skills, applying for a job
and writing a CV, how to budget, making money go further and key life skills.

Requests for further information
This response has been written by Rachel Gregory, Social Policy Manager for Christians
Against Poverty (CAP), with contributions from:

Gareth McNab, Director of External Affairs
Jonathan Shaw, Relationship Manager

, Relationship ManagerMark Anchen
Helen Webb, Relationship Manager

, Senior Debt Adviser and Policy OfficerKatie Toghill

Please send requests for further information to:

Rachel Gregory
Christians Against Poverty
Jubilee Mill
North Street
Bradford
BD1 4EW
externalaffairs@capuk.org
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